**400 - S**

**RADIUS CORNERS**

**PARTS LIST**

A. 1 - CURB
B. 2 - SETTING BLOCK
C. 4 - INSTALLATION SCREWS
D. 4 - HORIZONTAL GLAZING
E. 1 - PLASTIC PANEL

**STEP #1**
Place curb -A- onto header of the shower door (see Fig #1)

**STEP #2**
Place setting block into curb -A- with concave surface facing up.

**STEP #3**
Slide glass panel -E- down into curb -A-.

**STEP #4**
Inspect the glazing vinyl -G- and install horizontally. Cut the vinyl slightly longer than the opening (this prevents shrinkage) and trim the ends. Press the interior vinyl into place. Use a wood block to tap or press exterior vinyl into place at both ends and work into the middle.

**STEP #5**
Caulk around inside perimeter of panel. Check caulking tube for drying time.

---

**Fig #1**
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